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ABSTRACT Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is suitable for mobile cloud storage to protect data confi-
dentiality and realize fine-grained data access control. It is essential for ABE schemes to achieve attribute
revocation as users’ attributes may be changed frequently. Keyword search over encrypted data also needs
to be solved in the mobile cloud storage. In addition, computational efficiency is a consideration for the
resource-constrained mobile device. Focusing on the above-mentioned problems, an efficiently revocable
and searchable ABE (RSABE) scheme for the mobile cloud storage is proposed. In our scheme, the function
of attribute revocation is efficiently achieved by delegating the update of secret key and ciphertext to the
powerful cloud server. Keyword search is also supported, in which data owners and users can generate
the keywords index and search trapdoor, respectively, without relying on always online trusted authority.
Furthermore, an outsourced decryption technology is used to reduce the computational load of decryption
on user side. Our RSABE scheme is proven to be semantically secure against selective ciphertext policy and
chosen plaintext attack, and to be secure against chosen keyword attack in the random oracle model. Finally,
performance evaluation demonstrates that our scheme is highly efficient.

INDEX TERMS Attribute-based encryption, attributes revocation, fine-grained access control, keywords
search, mobile cloud storage.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile networks [1], portable
mobile devices are widely favored by users, followed by
the rapid growth of per capita holdings of mobile devices.
This makes mobile terminals gradually become an important
application platform. The contradiction between the growing
user demand for data storage and data processing and rela-
tively limited hardware resources of mobile terminals makes
the mobile cloud storage services become a hot research area.

In such a mobile cloud environment, mobile users can
outsource their data to the cloud sever through the mobile
networks so as to store or share it with others. However, one
of the main concerns is to preserve the confidentiality of the
outsourced data. This is owing to the fact that the data stored
in cloud is far from owners’ physical control and it would
be very vulnerable to unauthorized access by malicious users

and even the semi-trusted cloud server itself. An effective
method to address the issue is to encrypt the sensitive data
before outsourcing. The integrity of data shared is also a
security consideration, and it usually can be solved by remote
data possession checking protocols [2]. We mainly focus on
the confidentiality of the data.

To meet the secure requirements on outsourced data,
Sahai and Waters [3] firstly presented a new method for
data encryption: attribute-based encryption (ABE), which
is envisioned to be a promising cryptographic primitive to
protect the data security and realize fine-grained access con-
trol in one-to-many communications. ABE features such a
mechanism that enables the operations like key issue, data
encryption and decryption to be performed on the basis of
attributes. In an ABE scheme, a user’s keys is associated with
a set of attributes, and every data owner can specify an access
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control formula described by attributes when encrypting data.
A user has access right to the encrypted data only when the
attributes set embedded in his private key satisfy the access
policy of the encrypted data. However, the computational cost
of ABE schemes will dramatically increases with the number
of attributes described in the access policy, which have been
criticized a lot. The shortcoming becomes more serious in the
resource-limited mobile environment.

With the deepening research onABE,more andmore atten-
tion has been paid to the revocation mechanism, for user’s
attributes can be changed dynamically in practice. However,
attribute revocation is a challenging issue in ABE schemes as
every attribute is conceivably shared by multi-users. It means
that revocation of any attribute of a user would affect the
other users who possess the revoked attribute. To overcome
the difficulty, the traditional solution inevitably require data
re-encryption and user secret key updates [4]–[7], which
would bring heavy computation overhead when there are a
large quantity of data stored on cloud and lots of users in the
system.

Moreover, how to retrieve the encrypted data is another
issue when applying ABE to practice. Searchable encryp-
tion (SE), put forward by Song et al. [8], is such a technology
that allows a semi-trusted server to provide retrieval service
on encrypted data with search trapdoor of keyword provided
by a user, while the server knows nothing about the search
keyword.

These above issues can be summarized as two points:
firstly, most of the existing ABE schemes are not able
to simultaneously achieve efficient attribute revocation and
keyword search.While it is not easy to combine the exiting
techniques in a straightforward way, since system param-
eter between a revocable ABE scheme and a searchable
ABE scheme usually are different, and their focus are also
different.Moreover, even if the direct combination is feasible,
it will possibly result in redundancy of some parameters; sec-
ondly, the heavy computational cost on user side will affect
the quality improvement of mobile cloud storage service.
Thus, we argue that it is of great significance to design a
revocable and searchable attribute-based encryption scheme,
to deal with data access control in mobile cloud environment.
Our Contribution. In this paper, an efficiently revocable

and searchable attribute-based encryption (RSABE) scheme
for mobile cloud storage is proposed. We stretch Waters’
CP-ABE scheme [9] from the aspects of functionality, effi-
ciency and security. The contributions of our scheme can be
concluded as follows.

1) We construct an RSABE scheme, which simultane-
ously supports efficient attribute revocation, attribute
grant and keyword search inmobile cloud environment.

2) We provide an immediate revocation method with high
efficiency. In our RSABE scheme, the attribute author-
ity securely delegates the most update tasks to cloud
server. During the whole revocation, the secret key
component that user holds keeps unchanged, which
brings great convenience for mobile users.

3) We present an efficient solution to search keywords on
the encrypted data. The cloud server will return the
search results only when the keywords and indexes
are matched and the attributes set of user satisfies
the access policy in ciphertext. Moreover, data owner
and user can generate the keywords index and search
trapdoor respectively without relying on trusted third
party.

4) We greatly improve the computation efficiency of
users. Specifically, each user has a delegated secret
key for cloud server, so partial decryption operations
can be outsourced to the cloud server. By this way,
user decryption cost can be greatly reduced, which
makes our scheme more suitable for mobile cloud
environment.

5) Our RSABE scheme is proven to be selectively secure
in the security model we defined in the subsequent
section. The analysis shows that our solution has better
performance than schemes [4], [6].

II. RELATED WORK
A. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION
ABE, introduced by Sahai and Waters [3], is regarded as a
creative extension of identity based encryption (IBE) [10] by
viewing an identity as set of descriptive attributes. In [3],
the data are encrypted under a set of attributes ω, and the
private key was labeled with another set of attributes ω′. The
ciphertext can only be decrypted only if there are at least
d attributes overlap between the set ofω andω′, where d is the
threshold parameter. However, there are a limitation in this
scheme: lack of expressibility. Goyal et al. [11] further intro-
duced the concept of ABE and proposed two different forms
of ABE: ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) and key-policy
ABE (KP-ABE). In the first type, the ciphertext is associated
with an access policy and the secret key is integrated with
an attributes set, a secret key can decrypt a ciphertext if and
only if the attributes set satisfies the access policy, while
the situation is inversed in KP-ABE schemes. Due to its
implement about fine-grained access control and expressive
access policy, ABE can be widely applied to many practi-
cal scenarios [11]–[13], such as electronic medical system,
online social network and so on. Consider an honest-but-
curious server model, CP-ABE fits well with the application
in mobile cloud storage system.

B. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION WITH ATTRIBUTE
REVOCATION
The attribute revocation is an essential mechanism in
ABE applications as the fact that user’s attribute may change
frequently in reality. The attribute revocation was first intro-
duced by Pirretti et al. [14], which was realized by means of
the timed rekeyingmechanism. In their scheme, each attribute
was designated to an expiration date, thus authority center
are required to periodically reissue updated key. To revoke
an attribute in the system, the authority center only need to
stop issuing and updating the new version of the attribute.
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Enhancing Pirretti’s solution, Bethencourt et al. [12]
associated the private key of user with a single expira-
tion time. This scheme produces a lower load on author-
ity than that in [14] since a user needn’t update his secret
key frequently. Boldyreva et al. [15] presented an efficient
revocable KP-ABE scheme extended from their previous
revocable IBE. Wang et al. [16], [17] gave two directly revo-
cable construction of CP-ABE based on the bilinear maps and
multi-linear maps respectively.

In recent years, several ABE schemes with immediate
attribute revocation have been proposed. Yu et al. [20] and
Ibraimi et al. [21] put forward CP-ABE schemes which
enforced immediate attribute revocation by introducing a
semi-trusted proxy server. This method transferred most of
the workload of the authority to the proxy server, which
greatly reduced the pressure of the authority. However, they
have failed to achieve fine-grained access control. Moreover,
the update workload of proxy server is very large when
the number of users has a sharp increase. Hur and Noh [4]
presented a fine-grained attribute revocation scheme using a
binary key encrypting key (KEK) tree to implement rekey-
ing. However the maintenance of the KEK tree cost highly.
Xie et al. [22] made some improvements over Hur’s scheme,
reduced the size of the ciphertexts and secret keys and the
computation amount in the key update phase. Li et al. [23]
provided an efficient CP-ABE scheme with user revocation,
and the lower computation cost make it can be applied to
resource constrained devices. They also presented a CP-ABE
scheme [24] with attribute revocation, which is secure against
user collusion attack by existing users and revoked users.
Several recent schemes on attribute revocation can be seen
in [5], [7], [19], and [25]–[27].

C. KEYWORD SEARCH OVER ENCRYPTED DATA
SE is such a cryptographic primitive that enables users to
search keywords over the encrypted data without leaking key-
words information. Song et al. [8] firstly designed a practical
SE scheme based on symmetric cryptography, which created
an important precedent for implementing keyword search on
the encrypted data. Later, Boneh et al. [28] originated the
study of SE on the public-key cryptography. In the scheme,
bilinear map is adopted and single keyword search is sup-
ported. After that, various SE schemes have been devised
to promote the search efficiency, enhance the system secu-
rity or enrich the searching functionalities. The schemes
in [29]–[32] supported conjunctive keyword search, SE with
fuzzy keyword search can be seen in [33]–[36]. Also, multi-
user SE [37]–[39] has been developed since it is more prac-
tical than single-user setting in cloud environment. However,
none of the above schemes support the fine-grained search
authorization to distinguish users’ search right. In recent
years, attribute-based keyword search integrating the prop-
erties of ABE with SE have attracted much attention.
Li et al. [40] proposed a searchable CP-ABE scheme with
attributes revocation. In their scheme, the keyword search

is supported and the access structure is partially hidden to
protect privacy information in ciphertexts. More elated
achievements can be seen in [18] and [41]–[46].

D. OUTSOURCED DECRYPTION
Computational efficiency is another point need to be taken
into account in the current ABE schemes. Outsourced decryp-
tion technology can largely reduce the computational load of
user side. Green et al. [47] firstly presented an efficient ABE
scheme supporting outsourced decryption, where majority of
decryption tasks are performed by the could server with a
transformation key of users. Zhou and Huang [48] proposed
an efficient data storage scheme focusing on mobile devices,
where parts of the encryption and decryption operations are
securely outsourced to the service providers without crit-
ical secrets leakage. Lai et al. [49] put forward an ABE
scheme considering verifiability of outsourced decryption.
The verifiability assures that users could examine whether
the outsourced decryption is completed correctly. Lately,
Li et al. [50] firstly designed a fine-grained access con-
trol scheme with outsourced key generation and decryption,
where two secure cloud service providers are adopted to
execute key-issuing and decryption respectively. On the basis
of Li et al., Lv et al. [19] applied outsourced key generation
and decryption to the mobile environment, and efficiently
achieved user revocation. Li et al. [51] presented an out-
sourced ABE scheme with checkability of the outsourced
computation results, where two service providers are also
used to delegate key generation and decryption operations.
They also introduced the outsourced technology into IBE and
achieved outsourced user revocation in scheme [52]. Later,
they constructed an ABE scheme [53] overcoming several
drawbacks of outsourcing computation when applying it to
resource-limited mobile users. Li et al. [54] presented an
ABE scheme with full verifiability for outsourced decryp-
tion, where the issue of how to guarantee the outsourced
decryption correctness for unauthorized users is consid-
ered. There are several applications of outsourced decryption
in [45] and [55]–[57].

Here, we compare the functions of some existing schemes
with our scheme as shown in Table 1. We can see that
the functionalities of our scheme are more perfect, which
makes our scheme more suitable for mobile cloud storage
system.

III. PRELIMINARIES
A. BILINEAR MAP
Definition 1 (Bilinear Map [9]): Choose two multiplica-

tive cyclic group G and GT of prime order p. Let g be a
generator of G. A function e : G × G → GT is called a
bilinear map, if it satisfies:

1) Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G, and all a, b ∈ Zp,
e(ua, vb) = (u, v)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.
3) Computability: For all u, v ∈ G, the pairing e(u, v) can

be efficiently computed.
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TABLE 1. Comparisons of functionality.

B. DECISIONAL PARALLEL BILINEAR DIFFIE-HELLMAN
EXPONENT ASSUMPTION
The decisional q-parallel bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent
(BDHE) problem [9] can be described as follows. Choose a
group G with prime order p. Given

y = (g, gs, ga, · · · , ga
q
, , ga

q+2
, · · · , ga

2q
,

∀1≤j≤q gsbj , ga/bj , · · · , ga
q/bj , , ga

q+2/bj , · · · , ga
2q/bj ,

∀1≤k,j≤q,k 6=j gasbk/bj , · · · , ga
qsbk/bj )

where a, s, b1, · · · , bq ∈ Zp are chosen at random and g
is a generator of G. It’s hard to distinguish a valid tuple
e(g, g)a

q+1s
∈ GT from a random element R ∈ GT .

An algorithm B that outputs z ∈ {0, 1} has advantage ε in
solving q-parallel BDHE problem in G if∣∣∣Pr [B(y, e(g, g)aq+1s) = 0

]
− Pr [B(y,R) = 0]

∣∣∣ ≥ ε
Definition 2 (Decisional q-Parallel BDHE Assumption):

We say the decisional q-parallel BDHE assumption holds
if no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm can solve the
decisional q-parallel BDHE problem with a non-negligible
advantage.

C. BILINEAR DIFFIE-HELLMAN ASSUMPTION
The bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem [28] can be
described as follows. Choose a group G of prime order p.
Given a tuple (g, ga, gb, gc), where a, b, c ∈ Zp are chosen
at random and g is a generator of G. It’s hard to compute
e(g, g)abc ∈ GT .
Definition 3: (BDH Assumption): We say the BDH

assumption holds if no probabilistic polynomial time algo-
rithm can solve the BDH problem with a non-negligible
probability.

D. LINEAR SECRET SHARING SCHEME
Definition 4: (Linear Secret Sharing Scheme, LSSS [9]):

A secret-sharing scheme 5 over a set of parties P is called
linear (over Zp) if
1) The shares for each party form a vector over Zp.
2) There exists a share-generating matrix M for5, where

M has l rows and n columns. For all i = 1, 2, · · · , l,
we let the function ρ label the i-th row of M as ρ(i).
Consider the vector v = (s, r2, · · · , rn), where s ∈ Zq
is the secret to be shared, and r2, · · · , rn ∈ Zq are
chosen at random. Mv is the vector of l shares of the

secret s according to 5. The share (Mv)i belongs to
party ρ(i).

Every LSSS has the property of linear reconstruction:
Assume that 5 is an LSSS for the access structure A. Let
S ∈ A be any authorized set, and I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , l} be defined
as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}. Then, there exist constants {ωi ∈ Zp}i∈I
such that, if {λi} are valid shares of any secret s according
to 5, we have 6i∈Iωiλi = s. These constants {ωi} can be
found in polynomial time in the size of the share-generating
matrix M .
Note that the vector (1, 0, · · · , 0) is the ‘‘target’’ vector for

any linear secret sharing scheme. For any authorized set of
rows I in M , the target vector is in the span of I . For any
unauthorized set of rows I , the target vector is not in the span
of the rows of set I . Moreover, there exists a vector η such
that η · (1, 0, · · · , 0) = −1 and η ·Mi = 0 for all i ∈ I .

IV. FRAMEWORK AND SECURITY MODEL
A. FRAMEWORK
Our RSABE scheme includes four entities: attribute au-
thority (AA), cloud servers (CS), data owners and users.
• AA. The AA is fully trusted by the other three entities.
It takes charge of setup of the system parameters and the
registration of users. Moreover, the AA is in charge of
the revoking and entitling user’s attributes on the basis
of his dynamical role.

• DataOwners. The data owner is responsible for upload-
ing data to the cloud. The data owner firstly encrypts his
data file with a symmetric key. Then, the owner extracts
keywords set from the data file and establishes keywords
index. Moreover, the owner defines an access policy of
the data file and encrypts the symmetric key under the
access policy to obtain a corresponding ciphertext.

• CS. The CS is in charge of data storage and provides
data access service for its significant storage space and
computation resource. Once it receives an access request
from a user, the CS performs the retrieval operation with
the submitted search trapdoor. If the search trapdoor
matches the keyword index of some data file, the CSwill
partially decrypt the ciphertext of that file, and it will be
successful only if the attributes of user satisfy the access
policy in ciphertext. If succeed, then partially decrypted
ciphertext and corresponding encrypted data file will be
sent to the user. In addition, the CS is also responsi-
ble for large computing tasks during revocation phase,
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FIGURE 1. Framework of Our RSABE Scheme.

such as ciphertexts update and delegated secret keys
update et al.

• Users. Every user has a unique identity, an attributes set,
and a secret key associated with his attributes set. A user
can access data files on the CS by providing a search
trapdoor generated with an interested keyword and his
secret key. Once receiving the search results, the user
decrypts the partially decrypted ciphertext by using of
his secret key, and finally gets the symmetric key.

The framework of our RSABE scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
Definition 5: Our RSABE scheme includes thirteen prob-

abilistic polynomial time algorithms as follows:
• Setup(λ) → (MK ,PP, {VKx}x∈U , {PKx}x∈U ). The
setup algorithm is run by the AA. It takes as input a
security parameter λ, and then outputs the master key
MK , public parameters PP, a set of attribute version
keys {VKx}x∈U and public attribute keys {PKx}x∈U for
the attribute universe U in the system.

• KeyGen(MK , Suid , {VKx}x∈Suid )→ SK . The secret key
generation algorithm is run by the AA. It takes as inputs
the master key MK , an attributes set Suid that describes
the user uid and the corresponding attribute version keys
{VKx}x∈Suid , then outputs a secret key SK = {SK1, SK2},
where SK1 will be sent to the user, and the SK2 will be
sent to the CS as the delegation key of user uid .

• KeyIndex(PP,W )→ IW . The keywords index genera-
tion algorithm is run by the data owner. It takes as inputs
the public parameters PP and a keywords set W of the
shared data file, then outputs the keywords index IW .

• Encrpt(PP, {PKx}x∈U , κ,A) → CT . The encryption
algorithm is run by the data owner. It takes as inputs
the public parameters PP, the public attribute keys
{PKx}x∈U , the symmetric key κ and an access policy A,
then outputs a ciphertext CT .

• Trapdoor(w, SK1) → Tw. The trapdoor generation
algorithm is run by user. Taking a search keyword w and
the secret key component SK1 of user uid , this algorithm
outputs the search trapdoor Tw.

• Test(Tw, SK2, IW ) → {0, 1}. The test algorithm is run
by the CS. Taking a search trapdoor Tw submitted by
user uid , the secret key component SK2 of user uid and
a keywords index IW , this algorithm outputs 1 if it is
matched and 0 otherwise.

• PreDecrpt(CT , SK2) → CT ′. The preprocessing
decryption algorithm is run by the CS. Taking the cipher-
textCT associated with an access policyA and the secret

key component SK2 integrated with attributes set Suid ,
this algorithm will output a partially decrypted cipher-
text CT ′ if Suid satisfies A, and the error symbol ⊥
otherwise.

• PostDecrpt(CT ′, SK1) → κ . The post-processing
decryption algorithm is run by user. Taking the cipher-
text CT ′ which is partially decrypted by SK2 and the
secret key component SK1 of user uid , this algorithm
outputs the symmetric key κ only if SK1 and SK2 are
both generated for the user uid by the AA.

• UKeyGen(x ′,VKx ′ ) → ṼK x ′ ,UKx ′ . The update key
generation algorithm is run by the AA. Taking the
revoked attribute x ′ and its current attribute version
key VKx ′ , this algorithm outputs a new attribute version
key ṼK x ′ and an attribute update key UKx ′ .

• PKUpdate(PKx ′ ,UKx ′ ) → P̃K x ′ . The public attribute
key update algorithm is run by the AA. Given the public
attribute key PKx ′ and the attribute update keyUKx ′ , this
algorithm outputs an updated public attribute key P̃K x ′ .

• CTUpdate(CT ,UKx ′ ) → C̃T . The ciphertext update
algorithm is run by the CS. Given the ciphertext CT
associated with the revoked attribute x ′ and the attribute
update keyUKx ′ , the algorithm outputs an update cipher-
text C̃T .

• SKUpdate(SK2,UKx ′ ) → S̃K 2. The secret key update
algorithm is run by the CS. Given the secret key com-
ponent SK2 of non-revoked user uid and the attribute
update keyUKx ′ , the algorithm outputs an updated secret
key component S̃K 2.

• GrantAtt(SK2,VKx ′′ )→ S̃K 2. The attribute grant algo-
rithm is run by the AA. Given the secret key component
SK2 of granted user uid and the version number VKx ′′
of the granted attribute x ′′, the algorithm outputs an
updated secret key component S̃K 2.

B. SECURITY MODEL
The security of RSABE relies on decisional q-parallel BDHE
assumption and BDH assumption. As most of the update
works are implemented by the CS, it is assumed that the CS
will not collude with the revoked users. To demonstrate the
security of our scheme, we design two security games: indis-
tinguishability against selective ciphertext-policy and chosen
plaintext attack (IND-sCP-CPA) game and indistinguishabil-
ity against chosen keyword attack (IND-CKA) game.
IND-sCP-CPA game:
Init. The adversary A declares an access structure A∗

which he wishes to challenge upon.
Setup. The challenger B runs the Setup algorithm. Then

he sends the public parameters PP toA, and keeps the master
key MK for himself.

Phase 1. A can issue the following oracles in polynomial
many times:
• OSK (uid, Suid ): A can issue queries for secret key SK
by submitting pairs (uid, Suid ), where uid is an identity,
Suid is an attributes set of user uid , with the restriction
that Suid does not satisfy A∗.
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• OUK (x ′): A also can make update key queries by sub-
mitting any attribute x ′.

• OGA(uid, Suid , x ′′): A is allowed to issue queries for
update secret key SK by submitting tuple (uid, Suid , x ′′)
with the following constrains: (uid, Suid ) has been
queried for oracle OSK , and Suid ∪ {x ′′} does not satisfy
A∗, where x ′′ is the attribute granted to user uid .

Challenge.A submits twomessages κ0, κ1 of equal length.
B randomly tosses a bit b ∈ {0, 1} and encrypts κb under A∗,
then passes the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ to A.

Phase 2. Same as Phase 1.
Guess. A outputs a guess b′ of b and wins the game

if b′ = b.
The advantage of A in this game is defined as

AdvIND−sCP−CPAA =

∣∣∣∣Pr [b′ = b
]
−

1
2

∣∣∣∣ .
Definition 6: An RSABE scheme is IND-sCP-CPA secure

if all polynomial time adversaries have at most a negligible
advantage in the above game.
IND-CKA game:
Setup. The challenger B runs the Setup algorithm. Then

he sends the public parameters PP toA, and keeps the master
key MK for himself.

Phase 1. A can query the trapdoor of a keyword w in
polynomial many times.

Challenge. A submits two equal length keywords w0,w1
with the restriction that w0 and w1 have not been queried for
the trapdoor. B flips a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and generates
index Iwb for keyword wb, then passes the challenge index Iwb
to A.
Phase 2.A can issue more trapdoor queries for keyword w

with the restriction w 6= w0,w1.
Guess. A outputs a guess b′ of b and wins the game

if b′ = b.
The advantage of A in this game is defined as

AdvIND−CKAA =

∣∣∣∣Pr [b′ = b
]
−

1
2

∣∣∣∣ .
Definition 7: An RSABE scheme is IND-CKA secure if

all polynomial time adversaries have at most a negligible
advantage in the above game.

V. OUR CONSTRUCTION
This paper aims to address the issue of how to support effi-
cient computation, attribute revocation, attribute grant and
keyword search. Specially, our solution greatly reduces the
computational and storage overload of the user side by means
of outsourced decryption technology. The users only store
secret key component SK1 independent with user’s attributes,
and outsource secret key component SK2 associated with
user’s attributes to the CS, which reduces storage load on user
side to a large extent. Thus, partial decryption operations in
which computational cost growswith the number of attributes
are outsourced to the cloud server, so the user only needs
to decrypt with constant computation. During the revoca-
tion, user’s secret key SK2 update and data re-encryption

can be outsourced to the cloud server, and the other secret
key component SK1 that user holds does not need to update.
Our RSABE scheme can satisfy the special application need
of low computation and storage overhead in mobile cloud
storage systems with resource-limited mobile users, so it can
be applied to many mobile cloud storage systems, such as
electronic health record system.

Inspired by Waters’ CP-ABE [9] and Boneh’s PKES [28],
we give the detailed construction of our RSABE scheme in
this section. There are seven phases in the whole construc-
tion: system setup, key generation, data outsourcing, keyword
search, data decryption, attribute revocation and attribute
grant.

A. SYSTEM SETUP
At this phase, AA initializes the system by calling the algo-
rithm Setup.

Setup(λ) → (MK ,PP, {VKx}x∈U , {PKx}x∈U ): It takes
as input a security parameter λ. This algorithm chooses a
bilinear map e : G × G → GT , where G and GT are
two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p. Let g be
a generator of G. It also chooses three hash functions H :
{0, 1}∗ → G, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G, and H2 : GT → {0, 1}log p

that will be modeled as random oracles. Then, define U as
attribute universe. For each attribute x ∈ U , denote the set
of users whose attribute x is revoked as attribute revocation
list RLx , and denote the set of users who are granted the
attribute x as attribute grant list GLx . It randomly chooses
numbers a, α, ᾱ ∈ Zp and sets the master keys as

MK = {α, ᾱ},

where α is used for data encryption, and ᾱ is used for keyword
search. It sets the public parameters as

PP = {p, g,H ,H1,H2, ga, e(g, g)α, gᾱ}.

For each attribute x ∈ U , it randomly chooses vx ∈ Zp and
computes the public attribute key PKx = gvx by implicitly
setting the corresponding attribute version key VKx = vx .
Then AA publishes the public parameters PP and public
attribute keys {PKx}x∈U , and keep the master keys MK and
attribute version keys {VKx}x∈U secret.

B. KEY GENERATION
When a new user joins the system, AA assigns a unique
identity uid and an attributes set Suid for him. Then, AA runs
the algorithm KeyGen to issues secret key SK to this user.

KeyGen(MK , Suid , {VKx}x∈Suid )→ SK : It takes as inputs
the master keys MK , an attributes set Suid belonging to user
uid and the corresponding attribute version keys {VKx}x∈Suid .
The algorithm chooses random numbers α1, α2 ∈ Z∗p such
that α = α1 + α2 mod p. It also randomly chooses δuid , t ∈
Z∗p, then computes the secret key as SK = {SK1, SK2}, where

SK1 = {α̃ = ᾱ/δuid ,K = gα1gat },

SK2 = {δuid ,E = gα2 ,L = gt , {Kx = H (x)t/vx }x∈Suid }.
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The AA sends SK1 to user uid and SK2 to the CS. The
CS adds the tuple (uid, Suid , SK2) into the user secret key
list LSK2 .

C. DATA OUTSOURCING
When a data owner outsource a file F to the mobile cloud
sever, he proceeds as follows:
Step 1: keywords index building
To share the data file with other users, the owner should

first build an encrypted keywords index for the file by calling
the algorithm KeyIndex.

KeyIndex(PP,W ) → IW : It takes as inputs the public
parameters PP, and the keywords setW = {w1,w2, · · · ,wm}
extracted from the data file F . For each keyword wj ∈ W ,
the algorithm randomly selects a number λj ∈ Z∗p and
computes

Iwj =
{
Aj = gγj ,Bj = H2

(
e
(
(gᾱ)γj ,H1(wj)

))}
Finally, the algorithm outputs the index for the keywords

set W as IW = {Iwj}j=1,··· ,m.
Step 2: data encryption
The data owner encrypts the data file F with a random

symmetric key κ by means of symmetric encryption algo-
rithm such asAES, and denotes the encrypted result asEκ (F).
Then it defines an LSSS access policy (M , ρ) about the
symmetric key κ and encrypts κ under (M , ρ) by calling
algorithm Encrypt.

Encrpt(PP, {PKx}x∈U , κ, (M , ρ)) → CT : It inputs the
public parameters PP, the public attribute keys {PKx}x∈U ,
the symmetric key κ and an access policy (M , ρ), where
M is an l × n matrix, the function ρ maps each row of M to
an attribute. In our construction, the function ρ is no more
limited to an injective function. It first chooses a random
encryption exponent s ∈ Zp and vector v = (s, y2, · · · , yn) ∈
Znp, where y2, · · · , yn will be used to share the encryption
exponent s. For i = 1 to l, it computes λi = Mi · v,
where Mi is the vector corresponding to the i-th row of M .
Then, it randomly chooses r1, · · · , rl ∈ Zp and computes the
ciphertext as

CT = { (M , ρ),C = κ · e(g, g)αs,C ′ = gs,

∀i = 1, · · · , l : Ci = gaλiH (ρ(i))ri ,

Di = (PKρ(i))ri }

After all that work, the owner sends the keyword index IW ,
the ciphertext CT and the encrypted data file to the CS with
the format in Fig. 2.

D. KEYWORD SEARCH
When a data user want to download some interested
encrypted file in CS, he proceeds as follows:
Step 1: trapdoor generation by user
The user uid first generates a trapdoor of the interested

keyword w by calling the algorithm Trapdoor.
Trapdoor(w, SK1) → Tw: It takes as inputs a search

keyword w and the secret key component SK1 of user uid .

FIGURE 2. Format of encrypted data stored in cloud sever.

The algorithm computes the trapdoor as

Tw = H1(w)α̃.

On obtaining the trapdoor Tw, the user sends the tuple
(uid,Tw) to the CS.
Step 2: search for data by the CS
The CS performs the search operation by calling the algo-

rithm Test.
Test(Tw, SK2, IW )→ {0, 1}: It takes as inputs the trapdoor

Tw submitted by user uid , the secret key component SK2
of user uid and an index IW = {Iwj}j=1,··· ,m of the data
file F . It checks if the following equation holds H2(e(Aj,
(Tw)δuid )) = Bj for some keyword index Iwj ∈ IW . If the
equation holds, it outputs 1 and go to the phase of data
decryption. Otherwise, it outputs 0.

E. DATA DECRYPTION
The outsourced decryption technology is used here to reduce
the decryption overhead on user side. The decryption phrase
consists of two steps.

Step1: decryption by the CS
If the output of the previous Test algorithm is 1, which

means that the keyword index is matched with the keyword
trapdoor, the CS partially decrypts the corresponding cipher-
text CT by calling the algorithm PreDecrpt.

PreDecrpt(CT , SK2)→ CT ′: It takes as inputs the cipher-
text CT and the secret key component SK2 of user uid . If the
attributes set Suid used in SK2 satisfies the access structure
(M , ρ) embedded in CT , the algorithm proceeds as follows:
Let I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , l} be defined as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ Suid }.

Then, it chooses a set of constants {ωi ∈ Zp}i∈I such that
6i∈Iωiλi = s if {λi} are valid shares of any secret s according
to M . It computes

A =
5i∈I e(Ci,L)ωi

e(C ′,E)5i∈I e(Di,Kρ(i))ωi
=

e(g, g)ats

e(g, g)α2s
.

The algorithm outputs a partially decrypted ciphertext
CT ′ = {C,C ′,A}. Then, the CS transmits the partially
decrypted ciphertext CT ′ along with the encrypted data file
Eκ (F) to user uid .

Step2: decryption by user
When the user uid receives the search results from the CS,

it further decrypts the partially decrypted ciphertext CT ′ by
calling the algorithm PostDecrpt.

PostDecrpt(CT ′, SK1)→ κ: It takes as inputs the partially
decrypted ciphertext CT ′ and the secret key component SK1
of user uid . The symmetric key is computed as

κ =
C · A

e(C ′,K )
.
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Eventually, the user could decrypt the encrypted data
file Eκ (F) utilizing the symmetric key κ , and finally gets the
data file F .

F. ATTRIBUTE REVOCATION
When an attribute x ′ is revoked from some users, the AA adds
these users’ identity into attribute revocation list RLx ′ . Our
revocation method includes the following two steps:
Step 1: attribute update key generation and public attribute

key update by the AA
The AA computes the attribute update key by running the

algorithm UKeyGen.
UKeyGen(x ′,VKx ′ ) → ṼK x ′ ,UKx ′ : It takes as inputs

the revoked attribute x ′ and its current attribute version key
VKx ′ = vx ′ . The algorithm first chooses a new attribute
version key ṼK x ′ = ṽx ′ ∈ Z∗p (ṽx ′ 6= vx ′ ) for the revoked
attribute x ′, and then the attribute update key is computed as

UKx ′ = ṽx ′/vx ′ .

Then AA updates the public attribute key of the revoked
attribute x ′ by calling the algorithm PKUpdate.
PKUpdate(PKx ′ ,UKx ′ ) → P̃K x ′ : It takes as inputs the

public attribute key PKx ′ and attribute update key UKx ′ ,
the new public attribute key is computed as

P̃K x ′ = (PKx ′ )
UKx′ .

The AA publishes the updated public attribute key on
public board, and sends the update key UKx ′ together with
the attribute revocation list RLx ′ to the CS.
Step 2: ciphertexts and delegated secret keys update by

the CS
When the CS receives the attribute update key UKx ′ ,

it updates the ciphertexts related to the revoked attribute x ′

by running the algorithm CTUpdate.
CTUpdate(CT ,UKx ′ ) → C̃T : It takes as inputs the cur-

rent ciphertextCT and the attribute update keyUKx ′ . The new
ciphertext is computed as:

C̃T = { C̃ = C, C̃ ′ = C ′,

∀i = 1, · · · , l : C̃i = Ci,

for ρ(i) 6= x ′ : D̃i = Di,

for ρ(i) = x ′ : D̃i = (Di)UKρ(i) } .

The CS updates the delegated secret key component SK2
for these non-revoked users by running the algorithm
SKUpdate.

SKUpdate(SK2,UKx ′ )→ S̃K 2: It inputs the current secret
key component SK2 of user uid /∈ RLx ′ and the attribute
update key UKx ′ . The algorithm computes the updated secret
key component S̃K 2 as:

S̃K 2 = {δ̃uid = δuid , Ẽ = E, L̃ = L,

for x 6= x ′ : K̃x = Kx ,

for x = x ′ : K̃x = (Kx)
UK−1

x′ }.

Then CS maintains the user secret key list LSK2 .

Note.
1) Only the secret key components SK2 need to be

updated, while components SK1 held by users keep
unchanged. By this means, our solution can largely
reduce the communication overload of users during the
revocation.

2) When an attribute x ′ is revoked from some users,
the AA adds these users’ identity into attribute revoca-
tion listRL ′x . The components associatedwith attributes
will be affected, like cipertexts and user’s secret key.
Note that attribute revocation would not influence key-
word searching operations, as the keyword index and
trapdoor that keyword searching operations involve are
unrelated with attributes.

3) To handle the revocation more efficiently in mobile
cloud storage, we could adopt the lazy-update tech-
nique [58]. The CS stores the attribute update keys
UKx ′ and once the ciphertext is accessed by some
user, the CS will first check whether any attributes
embedded in the ciphertext have been revoked. If any,
the CS will update the ciphertext. Moreover, the CS is
able to batch multiple UKx ′ by calling the CTUpdate
algorithm once with

∏
UKx ′ . For example, in a certain

accessed ciphertext, there are three attributes x ′, x ′′, x ′′′

which have been revoked from some users, the
CS only needs to call the CTUpdate algorithm once
with UKx ′ ×UKx ′′ ×UKx ′′′ . Similarly, secret key com-
ponent SK2 will not be updated until the corresponding
user makes search requests.

G. ATTRIBUTE GRANT
When some users come to hold a new attribute x ′′, the AA
adds these users’ identity into attribute grant list GLx ′′ ,
then issues the secret key component related to the granted
attribute x ′′ for these users by running the algorithmGrantAtt.
GrantAtt(SK2,VKx ′′ ): It takes as inputs the current secret

key component SK2 of user uid ∈ GLx ′′ and the attribute
version key VKx ′′ . Then the algorithm computes the update
secret key component S̃K 2 as

S̃K 2 = {δ̃uid = δuid , Ẽ = E, L̃ = L,
for x 6= x ′′ : K̃x = Kx ,
for x = x ′′ : K̃x = H (x)t/VKx′′ }.

Then, the AA sends the S̃K 2 together with the attribute
grant list GLx ′′ to the CS. The CS maintains the user secret
key list LSK2 .

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
A. CORRECTNESS
The correctness of decryption:

A =

∏
i∈I e(Ci,L)

ωi

e(C ′,E)
∏

i∈I e
(
Di,Kρ(i)

)ωi
=

∏
i∈I e

(
gaλiH (ρ (i))ri , gt

)ωi
e (gs, gα2)

∏
i∈I e

(
(gvρ(i) )ri ,H (ρ (i))t/vρ(i)

)ωi
=

e(g, g)ats

e(g, g)α2s
.
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then

C · A
e(C ′,K )

=
κ · e(g, g)αs · e(g, g)ats

e(gs, gα1gat ) · e(g, g)α2s
= κ.

The correctness of keyword searchčž

H2
(
e(Aj, (Tw)δuid )

)
= H2

(
e(gγj ,

(
H1(w)α̃

)δuid
)
)

= H2

(
e(gγj , (H1(w)ᾱ/δuid )δuid )

)
= H2

(
e(gγj ,H1(w)ᾱ)

)
= H2

(
e((gᾱ)γj ,H1(w))

)
= Bj

(
iff w = wj

)
.

B. SECURITY PROOF
We exploit Waters’ [9] proof method to prove the security of
IND-sCP-CPA game in our RSABE.
Theorem 1: Suppose the decisional q-parallel BDHE

assumption holds in G and GT . Then no polynomial time
adversary can win the IND-sCP-CPA game with a non-
negligible advantage.

Proof: Suppose there exists a polynomial time adver-
sary A who is able to distinguish a valid ciphertext from
a random element with non-negligible advantage ε1 =
AdvIND−sCP−CPAA . Then we can construct a simulator B
to solve the decisional q-parallel BDHE problem with
non-negligible advantage ε1/2. The simulation proceeds as
follows.

The q-parallel BDHE challenger C first chooses
a, s, b1, · · · , bq in Zp at random, and sets:

y = (g, gs, ga, · · · , ga
q
, , ga

q+2
, · · · , ga

2q
,

∀1≤j≤q gsbj , ga/bj , · · · , ga
q/bj , , ga

q+2/bj , · · · , ga
2q/bj ,

∀1≤k,j≤q,k 6=j gasbk/bj , · · · , ga
qsbk/bj ),

Then C picks a fair binary coin µ ∈ {0, 1}: if µ = 0, C
sets T = e(g, g)a

q+1s; if µ = 1, then C chooses a random
element T from GT .

Init. B is given a decisional q-parallel BDHE challenge
instance (y,T ). A declares the challenge access structure
(M∗, ρ∗), where M∗ has n∗ < q columns.
Setup.B randomly selects a numberα′ ∈ Zp and implicitly

lets α = α′+ aq+1 by setting e(g, g)α = e(ga, ga
q
) · e(g, g)α

′

.
B programs the random oracle H using a hash list LH .

Consider a call to H (x), if H (x) was already appeared in LH ,
then B simply returns the same answer as before. Otherwise,
let X denote the set of indices i, such that ρ∗(i) = x.
B randomly selects zx ∈ Zp, and processes as:

H (x) = gzx
∏
i∈X

gaM
∗

i,1/bi · ga
2M∗i,2/bi · · · ga

n∗M∗i,n∗/bi .

Note that if X = ∅ then H (x) = gzx , and the responses of
H (x) are randomly distributed due to the value gzx . Moreover,
for each attribute x, B initializes an attribute version key vx

by randomly selecting vx ∈ Zp, and sets public attribute key
PKx = gvx .
Phase I.Bmaintains a list of tuples (uid, Suid , SK ) denoted

as LSK which is initially empty.A can polynomially query the
following oracles:
• OSK (uid, Suid ): Assume that B is given secret key query
for (uid, Suid ), where Suid does not satisfy (M∗, ρ∗),
B proceeds as follows:
If the pair (uid, Suid ) has been queried before, retrieve
SK from the LSK with respect to (uid, Suid ), and then
returns SK .
Otherwise, B finds a vector η = (η1, · · · , ηn∗ ) ∈ Z∗p
such that η1 = −1 andM∗i ·η = 0 for all iwhere ρ∗(i) ∈
Suid . Such a vector must exist by the definition of LSSS.
The simulator randomly chooses α′1, α

′

2 ∈ Zp, such that
α′1+α

′

2 = α
′ mod p, and set α1 = α′1+a

q+1, α2 = α
′

2.
Then B computes E as:

E = gα
′

2 = gα2 .

B randomly selects a number r ∈ Zp, and implicitly
defines t as:

t = r + η1 aq + η2 aq−1 + · · · + ηn∗aq+1−n
∗

.

It performs this by setting L as:

L = gr ·
∏

i=1,··· ,n∗
(ga

q+1−i
)ηi = gt .

By the definition of t , we know that gat includes a item of
the form g−a

q+1
, which will cancel out with the unknown

item in gα1 when computing K . B calculates K as:

K = gα
′

1gar ·
∏

i=2,··· ,n∗
(ga

q+2−i
)ηi = gα1gat .

Now B calculates Kx for all x ∈ Suid . For each attributes
x ∈ Suid , when there is no i such that ρ∗(i) = x, let
Kx = Lzx/vx . While for those attributes x ∈ Suid used in
the access structure,Kx contains itemswith form ga

q+1/bi

that B cannot simulate. However, we have M∗i · η = 0,
all of these items of form ga

q+1/bi will be canceled. B
computes Kx as:

Kx = Lzx/vx
∏
i∈X

∏
j=1,··· ,n∗

((ga
j/bi )r )M

∗
i,j/vx

·

∏
i∈X

∏
j=1,··· ,n∗

∏
k=1,··· ,n∗

k 6=j

((ga
q+1+j−k/bi )ηk )M

∗
i,j/vx

= H (x)t/vx

B adds the secret key SK = {E,L,K , {Kx}x∈Suid } into
list LSK and gives it to A.

• OUK (x ′): A submits an attribute x ′ for the attribute
update key query. B chooses a random value ṽx ′ ∈ Zp
as a new attribute version number of x ′, and returns the
attribute update key UKx ′ = ṽx ′/vx ′ to A.

• OGA(uid, Suid , x ′′):A submits a pair (uid, Suid ) that has
been queried for SK and the attribute x ′′ granted to uid ,
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where Suid ∪{x ′′} does not satisfy (M∗, ρ∗). When there
is no i such that ρ∗(i) = x ′′, B returns Kx ′′ = Lzx′′/vx′′ .
Otherwise, B queries OSK with (uid, Suid ∪ {x ′′}) to get
a new secret key SK for uid , then updates the list LSK
and returns the new secret key SK to A.

Challenge. A gives two challenge messages κ0, κ1 of equal
length to B. Then B flips a coin b ∈ {0, 1}, and calculates C∗

as follows:

C∗ = κb · T · e(gs, gα
′

), C ′∗ = gs

It is difficult for B to simulate C∗i because it contains items
ga

js thatB cannot simulate. However,B could cancel out these
items by choosing the secret splitting. Intuitively,B randomly
chooses y′2, · · · , y

′
n∗ ∈ Zp, then shares the secret s utilizing

the vector

v = (s, sa+ y′2, sa
2
+ y′3, · · · , sa

n∗−1
+ y′n∗ ) ∈ Zn

∗

p

For i = 1, · · · , l, we define Ri as the set of all k 6= i such
that ρ∗(i) = ρ∗(k).B also randomly chooses r ′1, · · · , r

′
l ∈ Zp.

By implicitly setting ri = −r ′i − sbi, B computes D∗i and C
∗
i

as:

D∗i = g(−r
′
i−sbi)·vρ∗(i)

C∗i = H (ρ∗(i))−r
′
i · (gsbi )−zρ∗(i) ·

∏
j=2,··· ,n∗

(ga)M
∗
i,j·y
′
j

·

∏
k∈Ri

∏
j=1,··· ,n∗

(ga
jsbi/bk )−M

∗
k,j

B gives the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ = {C∗,C ′∗, {C∗i ,
D∗i }i=1,2,··· ,l} to A.

Phase II. Same as Phase I.
Guess. A will eventually output a guess b′ of b. Then

B outputs µ′ = 0 to guess that T = e(g, g)a
q+1s if b′ = b.

Otherwise, B outputs µ′ = 1 to indicate that T is a random
group element in GT . If µ = 0, A obtains a valid ciphertext
of κb. A’s advantage in this situation is ε1 by definition,
therefore Pr[b′ = b|µ = 0] = 1/2 + ε1. Since B guesses
µ′ = 0 when b′ = b, we have Pr[µ′ = µ|µ = 0] = 1/2+ ε1.
If µ = 1, A gets no information about b, we have Pr[b′ 6=
b|µ = 1] = 1/2. As B guesses µ′ = 1 when b′ 6= b, we have
Pr[µ′ = µ|µ = 1] = 1/2. The advantage of B to solve the
decisional q-parallel BDHE problem is

Pr[µ′ = µ]−
1
2
=

1
2
Pr[µ′ = µ|µ = 0]

+
1
2
Pr[µ′ = µ|µ = 1]−

1
2

=
1
2
(
1
2
+ ε1)+

1
2
·
1
2
−

1
2

=
ε1

2
.

WeexpandBoneh’s [28] proofmethod to prove the security
of IND-CKA game in our RSABE.

Theorem 2: Suppose the BDH assumption holds in G
and GT . Then no polynomial time adversary can win the
IND-CKA game with a non-negligible advantage.

Proof: Suppose there exists a polynomial time adversary
A who is able to distinguish a valid index from a random
element with non-negligible advantage ε2 = AdvIND−CKAA .
Suppose A makes at most qH2 > 0 hash queries to H2 and at
most qT > 0 trapdoor queries. Thenwe can construct an algo-
rithm B that solves the BDH problem with probability at least
ε2/(eqT qH2 ), where e is the base of the natural logarithm.
Init. Let g be a generator of G. The simulator B is given

a BDH instance (g, u1 = gᾱ, u2 = gβ , u3 = gγ ). B aims at
computing e(g, g)ᾱβγ ∈ GT .
Setup.B gives the public parameter component (g, u1) that

only related to keyword search to A.
Phase 1. A can polynomially query the following oracles:
• OH1 (wi): To respond to H1 queries, B maintains a
hash list of tuples (wj, hj, aj, cj) denoted as LH1 . When
A issues H1 query with a keyword wi ∈ {0, 1}∗,
B proceeds as follows:
– Ifwi already appears in a tuple (wi, hi, ai, ci) of LH1 ,

then B responds with H1(wi) = hi ∈ G.
– Otherwise, B picks a random coin ci ∈ {0, 1}

such that Pr[ci = 0] = 1/(qT + 1), and then
randomly selects a number ai ∈ Zp. If ci = 0,
B calculates hi ← u2 · gai ∈ G. Otherwise,
B calculates hi ← gai ∈ G. Then simulator B adds
the tuple (wi, hi, ai, ci) to LH1 and returns H1(wi) =
hi toA. Note that either way hi is uniform inG and
is independent of A’s current view as required.

• OH2 (ti): To respond to H2 queries, B maintains a hash
list of pair (ti, vi) denoted as LH2 . When A issues H2
query with an element ti ∈ GT , B proceeds as follows:
– If ti has been queried before,B retrievesH2(ti) from

the LH2 with respect to ti. Eventually, it returns
H2(ti).

– Otherwise, B picks a new random value vi ∈
{0, 1}log p for a new ti. Then it responds to A by
setting H2(ti) = vi, and adds the pair (ti, vi) to LH2 .

• OSK (uid): B initializes an empty list Lu. Given a user
identity uid , the simulator B proceeds as follows:
– If the user uid has been queried before, B retrieves
δuid with respect to uid from list Lu.

– Otherwise, B selects a random number δuid ∈ Zp,
and then adds (uid, δuid ) to list Lu and returns δuid .

• OTw (uid,wi): When A issues a trapdoor query with
keyword wi and user uid , B responds as follows:
– B queries OH1 to obtain an hi ∈ G such that
H1(wi) = hi. Let (wi, hi, ai, ci) be the correspond-
ing tuple in LH1 . If ci = 0 then B reports failure and
terminates.

– Otherwise ci = 1, so hi = gai ∈ G. B queries
OSK (uid) to obtain δuid with respect to the user uid ,
then defines Ti = uai/δuid1 = H1(wi)ᾱ/δuid . we can
see that Ti is the correct simulation of the trapdoor
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TABLE 2. Comparisons of computation complexity.

for the keyword wi with the public parameters com-
ponent (g, u1). B returns Ti to A.

Challenge.A submits a pair of challenge keywordsw0,w1
of equal length. B produces the challenge index as follows:
B queries OH1 twice to obtain h0, h1 ∈ G such that

H1(w0) = h0 andH1(w1) = h1. For i = 0, 1, let (wi, hi, ai, ci)
be the corresponding tuple in LH1 . If both c0 = 1 and c1 = 1,
then B reports failure and terminates.

We know that at least one of c0, c1 is equal to 0.B randomly
picks a bit b ∈ {0, 1} such that cb = 0.

B responds with the challenge index Ib = (u3, J ) for a
random J ∈ {0, 1}log p. Observe that this challenge index
implicitly defines H2(e(u

γ

1 ,H1(wb))) = J , that is,

J = H2(e(u
γ

1 ,H1(wb))) = H2(e(u
γ

1 , u2 g
ab ))

= H2(e(g, g)ᾱγ (β+ab)).

Therefore, Ib is a valid index of wb as required.
Phase 2. A can query the trapdoor oracle for keywords wi

same as Phase 1, where the only restriction is wi 6= w0,w1.
Guess.A outputs his guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} of b. Then,B picks a

random pair (ti, vi) from LH2 and outputs ti/e(u1, u3)
ab as his

guess for e(g, g)ᾱβγ . This is because thatAmust have issued
a query for either H2(e(u

γ

1 , H1(w0))) or H2(e(u
γ

1 ,H1(w1))).
Therefore, with probability 1/2 the list LH2 contains a
pair whose left hand side is ti = e(uγ1 ,H1(wb)) =
e(g, g)ᾱγ (β+ab). If B picks this pair (ti, vi) from the list LH2

then ti/e(u1, u3)ab = e(g, g)ᾱβγ as required.
This finishes the description of the simulation pro-

cess. Now we will analyze the probability that B cor-
rectly outputs e(g, g)ᾱβγ . During the simulation phase,
B does not abort with probability at least 1/(eqT ). And
in a real attack game, A issues a query for either
H2(e(u

γ

1 ,H1(w0))) or H2(e(u
γ

1 ,H1(w1))) with probability
at least 2ε2. The detailed analyses of above two results
are shown in [28]. That is, the value e(uγ1 ,H1(wb)) =
e(g, gβ+ab )ᾱγ will appear on the left hand side of some pair
in the list LH2 with probability at least ε2. And B will choose
the correct pair with probability at least 1/qH2 . Therefore,
B will output e(g, g)ᾱβγ with probability at least ε2/qH2 in
the case of that B completes the simulation without aborting.

In general, the success probability ofB is at least ε2/(eqT qH2 )
as required.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we give the performance analysis from
the perspective of computation cost, storage overhead and
communication cost, and make some comparison with
schemes [4], [6]. The notations used in this section is intro-
duced as follows.
P the pairing operation
E the group exponentiation in G
M the group multiplication in G
ET the group exponentiation in GT
MT the group multiplication in GT
|p| bit size of an element in Zp
|g| bit size of an element in G
|gT | bit size of an element in GT
na the number of attributes in the system
nu the number of users in the system
nx the number of revoked attributes
na,u the number of attributes a user possesses
l the number of attributes embedded in a ciphertext

A. COMPUTATION COST
The numerical evaluation of the computation amount of the
key operations in our RSABE scheme is shown in Table 2.

The simulation of our proposed RSABE scheme is con-
ducted on a Windows system with an Intel Core i7 CPU at
3.60GHz and 8.00 GB RAM. The implementation is based
on the Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) library [59]. The
type A elliptic curve of 160-bit group order is adopted to
provide groups in which a bilinear map e : G × G → GT
is defined. The base field size is 512-bit and the size of the
group elements is set to be 1024-bit. The curve provides
1024-bit discrete log security. The computation cost is eval-
uated in terms of system setup, key generation, encryption,
decryption, ciphertext update and secret key update as shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) describe the time cost
of setup, key generation and encryption respectively. It is
clear that their time cost linearly increase with the number of
attributes in universe, secret keys and ciphertexts. As shown
in Fig. 3(d), the time cost of decryption at user side is bounded
by a small constant, since most decryption task is outsourced
to CS. In the revocation phase, AA delegate update tasks
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TABLE 3. Comparisons of storage overhead.

TABLE 4. Comparisons of communication cost.

FIGURE 3. Performance evaluation on RSABE (a) System setup (b) Key
generation (c) Encryption (d) Decryption (e) Ciphertext update
(f) Secret key update.

of ciphertexts and secret keys to CS, Fig. 3(e) and Fig. 3(f)
show that the time cost is linear with the number of revoked
attributes.

B. STORAGE OVERHEAD
The storage overhead is one of the important factors that
needs to be considered in mobile cloud storage. comparisons

of the storage overhead on each entity between our RSABE
scheme and schemes [4], [6] are shown in Table 3.

Note that, comparing with the schemes [4], [6], the storage
overheads of our solution for the AA and owner are relatively
increased. This is due to that we use the public attribute
keys. Although the storage overhead on the CS is remarkably
increased, this will not produce much effect since we know
that the storage ability of CS is so strong. In comparison,
we add the storage of the secret key component of users and
the index over keywords. However, in this paper, it should
be noted that the storage load on users is limited in a small
constant, for the reason that the users only store secret key
component SK1. This feature is really suitable for the mobile
environment.

C. COMMUNICATION COST
In Table 4, we compare the communication cost on each
entity of our RSABE scheme with that of the schemes
in [4] and [6].

Observe that, communication cost of owner is relatively
increased as we add keywords index. However, we greatly
reduce the user’s communication costs. Especially, the com-
munication cost between user and the authority, cloud server
respectively is independent to the number of attributes na,uid
that the user uid owns.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have presented an attribute-based encryp-
tion scheme for mobile storage system supporting efficient
attribute revocation, attribute grant and keyword search.
Specially, our solution greatly enhances the computational
efficiency of the client by means of outsourced decryption
technology. In revocation phase, the CS is delegated by
the AA to execute a series of update operation. And the
secret key component user holds does not need to update
during the revocation. Furthermore, our scheme is proven
IND-sCP-CPA secure and IND-CKA secure. Our RSABE
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scheme can be applied to manymobile cloud storage systems,
such as electronic health record system. A further direction
is to consider the situation of multi-authority which is more
accordant with practical circumstances.
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